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Stacey van Groll, University of Queensland Library
● Personal bio: 

○ Discovery and Access Coordinator
● UQ Library: More than 300 staff

○ 8 developer positions, but difficult to retain - 5 Web, 2 FE, 1 UX, plus 4 devops
● Campuses

○ St Lucia, Gatton, Hospitals, Rural Clinical Schools
● Libraries

○ St Lucia (7; 5 staffed and 2 unstaffed), Gatton, Hospitals (Herston, Mater, PACE), Rural 
Clinical Schools (Bundaberg, Hervey Bay, Rockhampton, Toowoomba)

Presenter
Presentation Notes
12 years at UQ, Library Tech, Librarian, but not a developerSubstantive: “Systems Librarian”Coordinator position was 8 months for LSP implementation but extended for another year to implement new Primo UI, embed the new LSP, reinforce business-as-usual workflows with the new systems and establish new ones eg monthly & quarterly releases, plus other projects such as Alma-D and Alma-C and optimizing Primo for discovery and Alma for inventoryCurrent position is somewhat of a middleman between developers / Library Technology Service and front-facing library staff, especially for new Primo UI projectDevelopers on staff but very difficult to recruit and retain and we haven’t had all positions filled for some timeNeed to compete for developer time eg most of them are working fulltime on eSpace institutional repository revamp, especially FronEnd DevelopersHEW 6/7 based on experience, skill - 6 of 8 are currently ‘Senior’ aka HEW 7



UQ - User Community
● 96,000 users in 18 Alma User Groups

Presenter
Presentation Notes
UQ Undergraduate - 38,948UQ Academics & Research Staff - 20,989UQ Coursework Postgrads - 12,060UQ Research Student - 4,595Academic Title Holder (Health) - 3,910Teaching Hospital Staff - 3,033UQ Alumni - 2,706Honorary (inc. Adjunct and Industry Fellow) - 2,294ICTE Students - 2,059Remote Coursework Postgrads - 1,580Community - 1,475Secondary School Students -1,109Remote Undergrads - 459Library Staff - 317Remote Research Student - 271UQ Associates - 125Awaiting Aurion - 43Academic Proxy - 4



UQ - Summary of Discovery

Presenter
Presentation Notes
LSP switch was a BIG change for staff and users20 years with Millennium and 6 years with SummonStaff: Many long term staff, with the usual issues of how well individuals deal with change. Realignment in 2011 and Restructure in 2015Users: Retirement of the Classic Catalogue aka OPAC, ‘Physical items’ pre-filter on homepageExpectation shift Millennium: Static, with the option when to update, and only every year or soAlma / Primo: Dynamic and constant change, Alma monthly and Primo quarterly (plus service packs and sneaky injects!)Changes are usually good...



UQ - When to Go Live with new UI?

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Went live with Alma/Primo at the end of June 2016 - New UI available August 2016Decided to ‘let the dust settle’ for both Library staff and users - big migration cleanup which is still ongoingProduct was not yet at a stage we considered ‘ready’ ie permalink redirect only in November release, RIS export, Saved SearchAll ‘Core’ features available from November 2016, with ‘Add-ons’ by May 2017Also risk management strategy ie semester breaks releaseTimeline includes several rounds of ‘detailed evaluation’, ‘essential configuration’, ‘additional configuration’ and user feedbackBeta release: https://www.library.uq.edu.au/‘Try the new look tab on Library homepageRunning both UIs in parallel on same viewWhat to call it? A front end change only so: ‘New look UQ Library Search’New look tab will become default search at Go Live and Classic UI will be retired



Amelia Rowe, RMIT University

About  RMIT

165 Library staff

5 libraries (Swanston, Carlton, Brunswick, 
Bundoora, Bundoora East)

Recent changes - NAS project

Went live with Primo in 2012 ; Alma in 2013 ; 
Primo NUI Jan 2017

Presenter
Presentation Notes
About me:Applications Librarian (since mid-2015)Skill set includes: experience with functional testing ; metadata (including mapping from one schema to another) ; on the job learning of CSS and HTML (though these are a part of current studies).This means my knowledge of javascript and AngularJS when beginning the New UI customizations was almost nill. About RMIT:Have been Primo users since 2012 (initially Total care customers, now direct), with Alma since 2013 (previously Aleph).We have 2 staff with Alma and Primo Admin access (plus 1 manager)Decided to go live with  NewUI end of Jan 2017 to get the new interface before vocational students started in 2017.This date was informed by staff, we had initially planned to go live after the Feb 2017 release but moved the date based on staff feedback.We went live knowing a number of features would not be supported until May or August 2017.Reviewing the usage of classic UI features we were satisfied that the most used functions were supported in the New UI.Prepared staff for the New UI from November 2016 with a series of roadshows, sharing the New UI on the sandbox environment, a staff feedback form, and training sessions on the New UI in Feb 2017.Our release of the New UI was a soft launch. At this time communication of physical location changes (how to find the library and changing entrances) were more important comms to be getting to students.



Resources
ExL documentation (Knowledge Center, FAQs)

New page?: All the resources in one page

December hackathon

New UI Cookbook 

Slack channel

Primo-list

Don’t be afraid to try AngularJS!

Presenter
Presentation Notes
A quick slide to share with others on what resources we found useful in working with the New UINote: Link on Dec Hackathon will take you to the YouTube recording for Day1, from there you should be able to find the recordings for remaining days.SvG: Extensive and frequent feedback on KC guides not being keep up to date with changes and new releaseseg Back Office Configuration STILL talks about infinite scrolleg FAQ STILL talks about permalinks ‘coming in the November release’ ie 6 months agoLots of details ONLY mentioned in Release Highlights Webinars, which are not transcribed -- can’t find again easily and who has time!Many existing guides for Classic UI don’t have New UI info blended in - mostly still separate but starting to be addedOngoing problem with many guides not making it clear when it’s for local or MTHave mostly given up looking at them for the new UIA LOT of time spent checking every area of the new UI, as the documentation doesn’t list all of them eg Suggested New Searches, Popularity Sorting, non-migration of Saved searches

https://knowledge.exlibrisgroup.com/Primo/Product_Documentation/New_Primo_User_Interface
https://knowledge.exlibrisgroup.com/Primo/Knowledge_Articles/Primo_New_UI_-_All_the_resources_in_one_page
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ICvM8Xa_gkE
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1z1D5II6rhRd2Q01Uqpb_1v6OEFv_OksujEZ-htNJ0rw/edit?usp=gmail
https://igelu-eluna-siwg.slack.com/


Customizations



UQ - New UI Project Focus
Our mantra

OTB, unless strong use case or existing user feedback
Strongest attention on ‘core’ features like Basic Search and Faceting, rather 

than ‘add-ons’ such as Browse Search, Related Reading (aka bX)
Clear and consistent labels and behavior
Quick and seamless resource access, with fewest possible clicks and tabs
Give users the option to choose access, if there is one (if not, then fewer 

clicks)
No bugs, dead ends or dead links
Report to vendor first, before additional developer work

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Primo Analytics for evidence of demonstrated useWho is responsible for what?SvG: Code Tables, Mapping Tables, Views, Search Engine ConfigurationDevs: CSS, Library homepage



Customizations @ UQL - The ‘easy’ bit
Code Tables and Mapping Tables

Labels galore
BibTex
Export RIS and UTF-8
Availability status links aka out@@display
Design problems ie cut-off text and facet text
My Account

Views
No scopes
No tabs
No Main Menu links
Same view - running parallel for both UIs

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Examples of ‘easy’ aka Code Tables and Mapping TablesCode Tables: Tone and continuity Tweak my results to Refine my results and Keep me alive to Keep me activezero results message - code table instead of html in New UICode Tables: Consistency and claritySaved items is Saved items everywhere except the Saved Records header in My FavouritesMy Favorites to My favourites (English, not American spelling)Blocks + Messages to Account Messages, as system blocks not in that tab and mostly only Library staff loaded blocks ie Lost cardSome OTB labels not transitioned to New UI because we only relabelled them in the Classic UI due to things hidden behind tabGET IT and VIEW IT --- Classic UI: View it renamed View Online and Get It renamed Location & availabilityCode Tables: OTB issuesMay release:BibTeX - changed from Export BibTex to just BibTex as the x was cut off, and made 3rd in queue after EndNoteBrowse Search - missing local from local call numbersOther relabelling due to issues like weird truncating ie New Records labels front-loaded ie ‘New For Last Month’ to ‘Last month’ under ‘New records’Mapping Tables:Failure example: Export RIS and UTF-8Success example: Availability status link in Brief Results to Full Record - expanded - Why, oh why, were so many of these out@@display?! So often led to an unstyled Home tabFailure example: My Account - Considering disabling Personal Details altogether. Some Overview behaviour and responsive design still a mysteryViews: No scopes - 61UQ_ALLNo tabsSame views - Example issue: Alma delivery skins for no fulltext



Customizations @ UQL - The ‘hard’ bit
Experiences with Customization Manager - devs learning angular

Header, styling and branding - fixed many accessibility concerns

Advanced Search - temporary code for defect (fixed in May)

User Area - hover behaviour to static buttons

May Release: Tags and Browse Search

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The ‘hard’ bit translates to the ‘dev’ bit!Our ‘mantra’ means that our list is a LOT less exciting than RMIT’s!162 lines in GitHub - most of them for:Standard UQ colouring, styling and logos for branding and headerAccessibility ie washed out colouring with little contrastAdjusted colouring of things like text which looked like a hyperlink, but wasn’t (Full Record, Brief Results area)Github: https://github.com/uqlibrary/uqlibrary-reusable-components/blob/master/applications/primo2/custom-styles.scss#L127-L161



UQ - User Area

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Login / logout hover behaviour - success but MANY bugs along the wayWe almost killed it a week before beta due to issuesPage rendering twice causing Duplication of search results eg a search for an Alma record ID of a unique item returned duplicate results (between 2-4 times for 1 unique item)Auto-expansion of Brief Results to show Page 1 and Page 2 on screen after initiating the search, but the results on Page 2 exactly duplicated Page 1My Favourites pin animation flying up to the top left instead of the top rightMy Favourites pin tooltip to ‘Keep this item’ flying down from a random spot on the top left, to the Pin icon in the record entry The static buttons disappear and reappear randomlyVarious buttons stop working after an indeterminate period of time, such as no action when clicking on My Account or My Favourites after returning to do another searchNeeded to be fixed in the May release, as the new Search History icon and My Favourites Pin were stacked verticallyhttps://search.library.uq.edu.au/primo-explore/search?vid=61UQ



UQ - OTB User Area (pre-May)



UQ - Customised User Area (pre-May)

Presenter
Presentation Notes




UQ - OTB User Area (post-May)

Presenter
Presentation Notes
https://search.library.uq.edu.au/primo-explore/search?vid=61UQ_DEV_LOGIN



UQ - Customised User Area (post-May)

Presenter
Presentation Notes
https://search.library.uq.edu.au/primo-explore/search?vid=61UQ



UQ - Tags and Browse

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Not happy listTags being opt-out and only completely hideable with CSSTags in Main Menu Views list, but not BrowseNo Back to Search button on Browse SearchBrowse Search introduces a third version of paginationBrief Results - pagination widgetFavourites - infinite scroll aka bulk load to 10Browse Search - up and down arrowsExample - forgot about Tags in Classic UI



Customizations @ RMIT - UI experience
AAL chat widget 

StackMap (integration with another system)

CAVALborrow tile (AngularJS)

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Focus on 3 changes we made, others (such as CSS) bare the same reasoning presented by Stacey.<Next slide>



AAL Chat widget

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Screenshot of interface - chat widget at bottom left



AAL Chat widget code

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Copied HTML code from old UI into the component in New UI, plus load JS via controller.



StackMap

Presenter
Presentation Notes
StackMap is a Location map system Screenshot of MapIt button on search results pageAndScreenshot of StackMap open after selecting the button



StackMap code

Presenter
Presentation Notes
2) StackMap = worked with StackMap programmerThis code is loading the StackMap js and css files Note: with Feb release it stopped working in Chrome, and StackMap had to make more edits.We now have to ensure we test it often to ensure no future breakage



CAVALborrow

Presenter
Presentation Notes
CAVALborrow is a resource sharing system for booksRMIT users can use this to request books from CARM or other CAVALborrow libraries without the need to go to those libraries or to log a doc del request.On Primo we have the CAVALborrow tile to:Navigate users to the CAVALborrow interfaceAuthenticates the userCAVALborrow tile (as we call it) sits at the bottom of the search resultsIdeally we’d like it more prominent (on old UI sat above the facets) but that causes issues on smaller devices (explain)When users select this tile it grabs their username to authenticate them with CAVAL, and grabs their query so their search is run for them on arrival.



Presenter
Presentation Notes
Screenshot of CAVALborrow interface for those that don’t know it



Presenter
Presentation Notes
Screenshot of the request options from the CAVALborrow interface.This is integrated with Alma (but this presentation is about the Primo side so let's move on).



CAVALborrow code

Presenter
Presentation Notes
3) CAVALborrow - adds icon- collect query from page title (note sometimes need to refresh the page)Chose to use page query because I tried to get it to take the query from the search box but struggled (kept getting  undefined)- grabs user id (note is user not logged in they get an authentication error page) <note: a mix of code from slack and help from the primo-l got this bit working for me. Example how to find the user id was pulled from someone's code on StackMap saving me the time of having to figure out where the find the userId.>More work still needed on this to get a different behaviour for non-logged in users. Currently if a user hasn’t logged into Primo they get an authentication error if they select CAVALborrow.



What did we choose not to do customization wise? Why?
UQ

Header, but no footer
My Account CSS eg icon presence, Personal Details tab language etc
Styling and formatting CSS eg Place a Hold and Cancel placement
Various design eg numbering placement and prominence
Alma delivery skins --- waiting for full Go Live for ‘no full text’ skin

RMIT
AdWords
Header
Minimum CSS

Presenter
Presentation Notes
UQL:Header is in place but no footer - infinite scroll, to pagination widget, to ??? -- not wanting to spend lots of time, only to have to change itMy Account CSS - removal of responsive icons (SalesForce case submitted) --- soooo many bugs and strange behaviour in My Account!Styling and formatting CSS - Place a hold and Cancel buttons need swapping and not horizontally aligned (SalesForce case submitted)Various designs - eg numerals are washed out and strangely placed slightly above entries in Brief Results and My Account (considering ‘bad UI / design’ feedback)RMIT: AdWords - combination of unable to get it to work and similar functionality expected with the Aug release. Decided to wait.Header - tested in our sandbox but with IE issues didn’t want to implement Made minimum CSS changes at the time, but I’ll speak about this more in Future thoughts



Bugs /  Known Issues
Accessibility (ARIA labels, colour scheme) 

Analytics (missing data)

EZproxy

Design issues

IE 

Safari

Presenter
Presentation Notes
UQ41 SalesForce cases in as at 19.5.17: 13 Closed, 7 in Development, 1 in Work Plan, others in Tier 1, Tier 2 or Waiting for Process11 relate to both the Classic and New UI, and therefore some opened in 2016 as holdovers from LSP Go Live and migration‘Known issues’ list for November 2016, February 2017 (most also on Nov list), and no list for May 2017 -- existing list is often brief and cryptic eg “Missing functionality “Open in new Tab”Have asked repeatedly for a full list and commit dates for fixes - nopeWe were doing up a BIG accessibility doc with our concerns about washed out colours, absence of bold for contrast, hyperlinks not looking like hyperlinksUQL styling fixed many of these issues, so we decided to shelve the report and spend the time on other more important things - expectation that the OTB should be compliant!Accessibility Testing run by RMIT in April 2017 with sight impaired student revealed the OTB text and background colouring made it text hard to see, and icons (especially pin and unpin) were hard to see/distinguish what they meant.AnalyticsThe following data is missing from New UI indicator in Analytics: Referrer and Usergroup dataMissing Actions as well ie where is Virtual Browse in New UI?  UQ also has issues with null User Group entriesCurrent status “currently the new UI and the OBI user group information are not fully integrated and this is under our development handling scope.“EZproxyNew UI was not adding EZproxy information to direct link resources (example EduTV and ProQuest dissertations) <fixed with May release>Design issuesMy Account and hover issues (hard to find and select My Account plus accidentally signing out) <improved with May release>Opening record in new tab can cause results to refresh (frustrating if your on page 2 or more of results)Would like the ability to easily reorder sections in the full recordIE Not compatible with AngularJS - edits using AngularJS not working in IE.For RMIT IE is used ~5% (2016 stats) of searches so we rate this as a low priority issue and have approached the problem by ensuring front-facing staff are aware of the problem and can advise students to use other browsers.Safari Issues with private browsing and page not rendering <fixed with May release>



User Feedback
@ UQL

○ Stats: Google Analytics and Primo Analytics

○ Online: Library Feedback form

○ Personal: AskUs service (Chat, email, & service points) and Liaison Librarians

○ Targeted: Face to face UX sessions

○ Staff: Internal reporting to eResources service, AGDA reps, intranet Q & As

○ New UI Brief Results list: Zarget poll

@ RMIT
○ Informal

○ AAL chat widget

Presenter
Presentation Notes
UQL -Feedback avenues: Google Analytics (GTM turned off for EndNote RIS click as caused downloaded popup to fail) and Primo Analytics (user group mapping and new UI indicator are buggy!)UX sessions - VERY hard to get volunteers -- Some users have reported how much they like ‘new’ features which already exist in the Classic UI eg Saved search, Send To optionsLibrary Staff: Some Library staff have been using the new UI almost exclusively since the start of the yearMost feedback has been via Zarget poll, given the visibilitySEE NEXT SLIDERMIT - we haven’t undertaken any formal feedback since go live so all feedback has been informal.Received a positive response from staff who were pleased with the new / updated look. Only -ve feedback has been associated with the finding of bugs which while frustrating staff have handled very well. I would attribute some of this to staff agility / resilience in facing change <maybe they're used to agile software now>.Staff missed Browse Search.Student feedback has not been formally measured (such as via feedback forms etc), therefore most student feedback comes in the form of bugs being reported and is negative. Student feedback page refreshes too often - appears to refresh /reload results on similar basis to the old UI but removed results and gives a loading symbol which users have to wait for, so the refreshing/re-loading is more noticeable + often refreshes if open a record in a new window.



UQ Zarget poll - 18.4.17 up to 19.5.17 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Only visible in beta ‘new look’ tab, Brief Results list for 100% of views, after 10 seconds, and won’t reappear after filled out in that session. Reappears with new sessionFairly big ‘dropoff’Generally positive responses - 58% Good or Excellent, 26% Neutral, 13% Bad or TerribleNotes: Some free text comments clearly related to Classic UI, from Library Staff, referring to PCI downtimeSome free text responses:“The Load more results button is annoying. Could the results just not all appear ?”“cant preview articles”“Seems pretty much the same to be honest“When I click to open online sources in a new tab the search screen loads fresh everytime, slowing down the process of scrolling down and looking at other documents”“It seemed noticeably slower to come up with results than old system.”“I prefer the old library search layout, where one could search the Catalogue, and would only show physical items.”“Subject term filter resets on every single refresh““I don't think this is much of an improvement. I guess the design is neater?”“It looks fresh!! and much easier to use!! I am getting used to it. However it seems a little empty on the left side?? I don't know maybe just more familiar with the old one. Anyway I am always supporting UQ Library!! Good job!! :D”



Future thoughts?
UQ

● The wishlist is long and there’s never enough time…
○ Electronic bookplates for donations and bequest fund purchases

○ Services review and what this means for web content eg eRFP - Request for purchase

○ Alma-D and Alma-C -- Fryer Library finding aids and Exam Papers

○ Location maps

○ Report a problem link

RMIT

Colour changes

Looking forward to Aug release

Presenter
Presentation Notes
UQ notes:Some implementations would be ‘easy’ system-wise but the communication and negotiation with stakeholders can take forever and stall improvementsRMIT notes: Following accessibility testing with a visually impaired user + new RMIT branding we will be undertaking some colour changes to increase colour contrast (currently there is a lot of grey on grey), change icons to be more meaningful (pin and unpin were particularly problematic in our testing).Aug release includes Digital Collections in NUI, Recommendations + Multiple facet selection



Q & A
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